XERIS washbasin tap series
By SCHELL.
XERIS SC

New!
XERIS E and
XERIS E-T
with thermostat

Valve technology from the expert:
Advantages because of intelligent technology.
Well thought out details and sophisticated control technology ensure convenient usage and the maintenance of water quality. In combination with three
different sizes, this creates maximum flexibility.
Innovative water flow:
XERIS E plastic water path
- The entire water flow takes place
inside of high-quality plastic
components
- Low surface temperature
- Little stagnating water in the tap
- Materials certified for drinking water

For the highest hygiene standards:
XERIS E sensor control
- Contact-free actuation
- Electronic adjustment of the flow
time
- Parametrisable stagnation flushes
- Thermal disinfection possible with
XERIS E-T

For tough everyday use:
XERIS SC self-closing cartridge
- Very low actuating pressures
- Simple mixed-water regulation
- Simple adjustment of the flow
time and temperature limitation
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We offer XERIS in three different sizes:
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Small
XERIS SC and XERIS E, both
for cold and mixed water

Fig. XERIS E-T

Fig. XERIS E

Mid
XERIS SC and XERIS E, both
for cold and mixed water, XERIS E-T

Large
XERIS E, both for cold
and mixed water
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XERIS SC, XERIS E and XERIS E-T:
Comfort and aesthetics for public places.
Nowadays, aesthetics and comfort are also in demand in public sanitary rooms.
The challenge is to combine durable operation, impeccable hygiene and
high-quality design.
The tap series is optically convincing due to its elegant and clear shape. The robust polished-metal design of
the body of the fitting, the first-class finish and high-quality technology meet the requirements for public areas.
This makes XERIS the perfect solution when it comes to creating a high-quality sanitary room with appealing
design and the best functionality.
Overview of all model versions and item numbers:
XERIS SC
XERIS E

XERIS E-T

HD-K
HD-M
HD-K
HD-K
HD-K
HD-K
HD-M
HD-M
HD-M
HD-M
T**
T**
T**
T**

Battery operated
Plug-in mains adapter
Concealed mains adapter
without power supply*
Battery operated
Plug-in mains adapter
Concealed mains adapter
without power supply*
Battery operated
Plug-in mains adapter
Concealed mains adapter
without power supply*

small
02 158 06 99
02 156 06 99
01 293 06 99
01 204 06 99
00 224 06 99
00 218 06 99
01 296 06 99
01 210 06 99
00 227 06 99
00 221 06 99
-

mid
02 159 06 99
02 157 06 99
01 294 06 99
01 208 06 99
00 225 06 99
00 219 06 99
01 297 06 99
01 254 06 99
00 228 06 99
00 222 06 99
00 232 06 99
00 233 06 99
00 234 06 99
00 235 06 99

large
01 295 06 99
01 209 06 99
00 226 06 99
00 220 06 99
01 298 06 99
01 281 06 99
00 229 06 99
00 223 06 99
-

* For direct connection to an eSCHELL management system or for the connection of multiple taps to one mains adapter (optional)
** Thermostat

XERIS E:
Contact-free and appealing comfort.
XERIS E and XERIS E-T are electronic taps which meet the highest demands
in terms of comfort and hygiene in use. Both fittings are pre-adjusted ex works.
The parametrisation is also possible individually via the eSCHELL water management system.
We offer XERIS E in three different sizes and two versions:

XERIS E small (not shown)
HD-K: High-pressure cold water
HD-M: High-pressure mixed water, with temperature regulator
XERIS E mid.
HD-K: High-pressure cold water
HD-M: High-pressure mixed water, with temperature regulator
XERIS E large (not shown)
HD-K: High-pressure cold water
HD-M: High-pressure mixed water, with temperature regulator
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Connect SCHELL taps intelligently
XERIS E and XERIS E-T are suitable for
eSCHELL. This means that they can be
used “as they are delivered” and can
also be operated via eSCHELL.
For more information, refer to
www.schell.eu/eSCHELL

Parametrisable flushes
It can be individually determined how
and when the stagnation flush shall
be carried out:
e.g. 24 h after the last use.

Safe actuation
XERIS E can be actuated without any
problems, thanks to the contact-free
sensor control – regardless of age
and physical condition.

XERIS E-T:
Hygiene in its best form. With scalding protection.
XERIS E-T with thermostat offers additional safety thanks to scalding
protection and the option for thermal disinfection. Moreover, the temperature
can be precisely adjusted using the thermostat and it remains constant. Even in
case of cold water failure the scalding protection works. The tap is
pre-adjusted. Hot water is shut off within one second.

XERIS E-T
Electronic wash basin tap
with thermostat

Xeris SC:
Makes a continuously good impression.
XERIS SC with innovative SCHELL self-closing cartridge allows easy
temperature and flow time limitation. This ensures safe operation and helps
effectively saving water. In addition, the use of drinking water-compliant
materials ensures optimal hygiene.
XERIS SC small
HD-K: High-pressure cold water
HD-M: High-pressure mixed water,
with temperature regulator
(not shown)
XERIS SC mid.
HD-K: H
 igh-pressure cold water
(not shown)
HD-M: High-pressure mixed water,
with temperature regulator

Easy actuation, also for children
Thanks to the low actuation resistance
“Easy Touch”, XERIS SC is well suited
for kindergartens and primary schools,
as well as care facilities.
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